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ABSTRACT
Efficacy of Social Media Analysis as a Service (SMAS) for Crisis Events
Rohit Kumar Khattar
School of Technology, BYU
Master of Science
Social media data can be collected and analyzed during and after crisis events to aid in
disaster relief efforts. Setting up a system to perform this analysis is associated with various
technical challenges. This thesis presents the design and implementation of a social media
analysis as a service system. This system is hosted on cloud infrastructure and allows for on
demand collection, processing, and delivery of social media data via an intuitive web interface.
The service model and cloud infrastructure allow the system to be highly scalable and produce
near real time analysis data. A cost evaluation of the system was performed and presented in this
thesis.
The SMAS system was evaluated through a user study and participants found the system
unique, interesting, and easy to understand and use. The usability of the system was also
evaluated during the user study and resulted in a system usability score of 79.25 out of 100.
Suggestions to improve the system and increase its adoptability are also discussed. The thesis
concludes with suggestions for future work.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement and Research Motivation
There has been an overwhelming increase in the amount of publicly available disaster
related information via social media in the last couple decades. In particular, social media has
increased the availability of eyewitness texts, photos, videos, and maps during crisis events
(Palen & Hughes, 2018). This information can be helpful to emergency responders and members
of the crisis-affected public and it was hard to access before social media existed. According to
the World Disaster Report (IFRC, 2020), climate- and weather-related disasters have caused
massive humanitarian impacts across the world, resulting in 410,000 deaths and directly
affecting a further 1.7 billion people in the past decade alone. Natural disasters such as floods,
hurricanes, wildfires as well as human-influenced events such as terrorist attacks, rioting and
political upheavals are crisis events that can utilize information from analyzing social media.
These analyses can help redirect emergency efforts, issue early warnings, and prevent loss of life
and damage to property. Due to the widespread use and increasing amount of social media that is
available to analyze, the field of crisis informatics has generated a lot of public and research
interest (Reuter et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2014). Crisis informatics is a multidisciplinary field
combining computing and social science knowledge of disasters. Its central tenet is that people
use personal information and communication technology to respond to disasters in creative ways
to cope with uncertainty (Palen & Anderson, 2016).
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One of the pillars of crisis informatics is social media analysis. It is the ability to gather
and find meaning in data gathered from social channels. Social media analysis is performed by
using specifically designed software platforms that behave like a web search engine. Data about
keywords or topics is collected from search queries performed on the social media service or
web crawlers that can scrape data from these services. Text fragments are collected, categorized,
and analyzed to generate meaningful insights.
Setting up a social media analysis workflow usually involves a deep understanding of
different analysis techniques, geolocation parsing, machine learning, manual sorting, and
information technology. There are various technological challenges that prevent emergency
management agencies to efficiently use social media data for crisis management (Hughes &
Palen, 2012; Plotnick & Hiltz, 2016; Stieglitz et al., 2018). These challenges include parsing text
into entities that can be understood by a computer, handling multiple languages, evaluating the
text to derive meaning without human intervention, filtering out irrelevant data and performing
the analysis in almost real time so that the data can be utilized during crisis events. Furthermore,
due to the volume of data that might be generated, and different analysis techniques used, it often
requires specialized computational hardware and software for processing and producing
meaningful data.
Currently we know of no open-source on-demand system that can perform this analysis for
stakeholders and concerned governments/organizations as most systems focus on one or two
specific events rather than providing a general solution that can be applied to a variety of events.
A large number of these systems are proprietary, and the implementation details are not
generally published. Even where the exact algorithms and procedures followed are published,
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these systems require a lot of technical expertise in various fields (Information Technology,
Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Database systems, etc.) to configure and set up.

Research Objective
The purpose of this research is to develop a social media analysis as a service (SMAS)
system that can be deployed to the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud by an interested
organization/user to extract meaningful disaster related information from social media data
during a disaster event and to evaluate the efficacy of such a system. This research focuses
specifically on evaluating the utility of a social media analysis service for flooding events, but
the same generalized approach can be adopted for other event types as well.
The first objective of this study is to set up a service that can collect, store, and make
available relevant social media data. This service will need to be reproducible for on-demand
deployment. To enhance the usability of this data, we will need to overlay the service with a
system comprised of computational techniques to process actionable information from social
media messages. There are various challenges associated with such processing including: parsing
brief and informal messages, handling information overload, and prioritizing different types of
information found in messages.
The stakeholders for this study are users of web applications for Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) that provide early warning for natural disasters, analyze various hydrological and
environmental aspects and support decision making and disaster planning. These applications are
developed using an open-source software stack, Tethys Platform, which is intended to help
scientists who are not well versed in web development create web applications to consolidate and
present their research (Swain et al., 2016). These web applications are generally limited by the
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lack of local observation data and rely on global models and simulations. Supplementing this
global data source with locally available social media data and analysis could provide deeper and
more granular insight into highly affected areas during natural disasters and help direct relief
efforts accordingly. The stakeholders and managers of disaster relief organizations are generally
not well versed with the underlying technology of these GIS web applications and rely on Tethys
application developers who are considered the target users for this study. These application
developers focus on applications ranging from global flood forecasting to local snow cover
analysis. Furthermore, Tethys application developers communicate directly with the stakeholders
and understand their needs and expectations from their respective web applications as well as
have a strong knowledge of the underlying hydrological and environmental factors. Combined
with their web application development skills, Tethys application developers can devise potential
methods to integrate social media analysis data into GIS web applications to increase the utility
and improve the quality of the data being presented, making them good candidates as the end
users of the SMAS system. To restrict the scope of this study, we only focused on Tethys
applications, but the developed system is intended to be universal and can be utilized in any
disaster related scenario to collect and process relevant social media data.
Once the SMAS system was developed, a user study comprised of Tethys application
developers was conducted to answer the following questions:
•

What is the technical overhead to setup an instance of social media analysis using the
newly developed system?

•

Is the user interface intuitive?

•

Is the results delivery system (API) easily integrable into an existing/new Tethys
application?
4

•

Does the resulting processed data contain enough geographic, entity and sentiment
information to be useful in web-based GIS applications?

•

What improvements can be made to this system to increase its adoptability and usability?

5
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LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review broadly outlines existing tools and techniques within the social
media data collection and analysis realm. It also describes the current challenges that exist with
setting up a social media analysis system.

Emergence of Social Media Use in Crisis Events
This section highlights various disaster events for which social media has been used. It also
sheds some light on analysis tools and techniques that have been used in these events.
The use of social media and understanding the relationship between technology and social
behavior when routine life is disrupted has been a topic of great interest to those working in the
field of crisis informatics. In 2009, a study was published that analyzed data from Twitter during
two major US political conventions: the Democratic National Convention (DNC) and the
Republican National Convention (RNC) as well as two Category 4 hurricanes (Hurricane Gustav
and Ike) that occurred at the same time as the convention (Hughes & Palen, 2009). The goal of
the study was to observe the adoption of Twitter and it reported that Twitter activity was
significantly higher during the designated days of the convection as well as on the days when the
hurricanes made landfall. It also concluded that technology adoption seems to be correlated to
the occurrence of crisis and mass convergence events and that new users who join during a nonroutine event are more likely to become long-term adopters of the technology. This increase in
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adoption of social media technology sets a precedent for future use in emergency warning,
response, and recovery systems.
As social media platforms have been increasingly adopted across the globe, they have
become a valuable information source during disaster events (Palen & Hughes, 2018; Reuter et
al., 2018). Social media data have been used to evaluate people’s emotional state as seen in
Saudi Arabia during a natural disaster (Al-Saggaf & Simmons, 2015) and the Sydney Café siege
in 2014 (Wan & Paris, 2015), evaluate disaster damage during Hurricane Sandy (Kryvasheyeu et
al., 2016) and Hurricane Dorian (Imran et al., 2020), map real-time power outages from social
media data (Mao et al., 2019), and rapidly map flood extent and water depth in the case of
flooding events (Fohringer et al., 2015). Social media have also shown potential as a two way
communication channel during natural disasters in the form of an early warning system based on
Twitter for tsunamis in Indonesia (Chatfield & Brajawidagda, 2013). This research suggests that
Twitter-based warning systems are comparable to comprehensive disaster information
management systems used by governments by informing the public and creating public value
through its communication speed, reach and information quality. Twitter and Facebook were also
used during the 2016 Roanu cyclone in Sri Lanka to relay disaster warnings, relief and rescue
information and weather alerts (Sagar, 2016). Local agency Road.lk, with over 22,000 twitter
followers, allowed users to broadcast information on road conditions to help the people of Sri
Lanka deal with the crisis and distribute relief items.
Social media information as a stand-alone information source has had significant impact,
however combining it with other information sources has shown potential to improve the
management of crisis situations. During the River Elbe Flood of June 2013 in Germany, a group
of researchers applied statistical analysis to identify spatial patterns in the occurrence of flood-
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related tweets that may be associated with proximity to and severity of flood events (de
Albuquerque et al., 2015). They were able to generate a reliable quantitative indicator of the
usefulness of messages from social media and highlight the importance of available geospatial
information within the social media message and metadata. This has led to the development of
approaches for geotagging and geoparsing (Al-Olimat et al., 2020; Hoang & Mothe, 2018;
Middleton et al., 2018) the social media messages to make them spatially relevant. Some of these
techniques were involved in developing the geolocation processing layer for the SMAS system.
An issue that the users of crisis informatics data and researchers in this field often face is
how to improve the quality and validity of the social media data that is being analyzed. Machine
learning and text recognition algorithms have improved in recent years and have made
significant advances, but they are still not a replacement for human intervention. Hence it was
only natural for humans to become a part of the social media analysis workflow. In 2013, during
the earthquakes that occurred in Pakistan, a group of researchers tested an Artificial Intelligence
for Disaster Response (AIDR) tool (Imran et al., 2014). Their platform enabled humans and
computers to work together to apply human intelligence to large-scale data at high speed. They
ingested large amounts of Twitter data, applied machine learning classification to it and
leveraged human participation to improve their classification techniques in real time. The system
achieved an 80% probability of accurately classifying the incoming social media messages as
measured using AUC. The Area under the Curve (AUC) is a measure used in machine learning
techniques that tells us how well a system is capable of distinguishing between different classes
and hence how well the system can classify the data.
The idea of using humans to improve machine-based classification was further leveraged
by CitizenHelper-Adaptive, an Expert-Augmented Streaming Analytics System for Emergency
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Services and Humanitarian Organizations (Pandey & Purohit, 2018). Their system collected
social media data from Twitter and news outlets and implemented a transfer and an active
learning algorithm. The transfer learning algorithm used classification knowledge and training
from previous crisis events while the active learning algorithm learnt from the user feedback on
the classifications produced by the system for the current event. By combining the two methods,
they were able to constantly improve the predictions on the ongoing stream of data effectively.

Challenges of Using Social Media in Crisis Events
As mentioned in the previous section, a significant challenge that emerges when analyzing
social media data is how to identify the relevant pieces of information from mostly irrelevant
messages. We have noted that human intervention can help with filtering as well as improving
existing machine learning algorithms, but even that can’t keep up with the ever-rising wave of
social media information that is generated during a large disaster event. Furthermore, most social
media studies collect datasets concerning a specific disaster event or user group, analyzing these
datasets for patterns or interesting phenomena.
Another challenge emerges in social media analysis studies when there is a need to identify
the sentiment of the affected populous, infrastructure damage, and social and political trends
during a disaster event (Ahmad et al., 2019; Beigi et al., 2016; Neppalli et al., 2017). Even apart
from disaster events, classifying sentiment using neural networks and deep learning has proved
to be valuable, but a complicated task as it requires data collection, tokenization, developing a
neural network/deep learning model and then generating training data for the system based on
manual classification (Ahmad et al., 2019; Iosifidis & Ntoutsi, 2017; Ortigosa et al., 2014;
Paltoglou & Thelwall, 2012). Briefly mentioned in the previous section is the use of statistical
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methods (Milne et al., 2015) to perform an emotional analysis on tweets collected based on a
clear topic of interest and a geographic region (Wan & Paris, 2015) known as the VizieFeel
system. This system generates content-based insights and queries can be tweaked to drill down
and help us understand the emotional reactions expressed and why the reactions occur as they do.
Implementing a similar system and query tweaking require a deep understanding of Twitter’s
search parameters, statistical aggregation methods and needs to be fine-tuned and trained to
produce useable information.
In terms of computational capacity, three major challenges exist when social media needs
to be applied to crisis events:
•

How to process the incoming data to produce analysis results in real time: Delayed
processing and results may allow further damage to life and property as well as reduce
the efficacy of early warning systems. To perform extensive analysis including sentiment,
natural language processing and geoparsing, we need a system that is capable of handling
surges of information.

•

Storage needs to be scalable: On average around 500 billion tweets are sent out each day
(David Sayce, 2019). The amount of social media data that needs to be ingested,
depending on the search parameters, requires heavy processing systems to parse the
incoming information, transform it and save it for analysis. The storage system would
need to scale as the volume of social media data being produced increases as well as if
the search parameters change.

•

Costs: Due to the high velocity, volume, and the variations in the structure of social
media content, the costs of storage and processing services with high scalability can
increase exponentially and outweigh the benefits resulting from the analysis.
10

One study (Imran et al., 2015) evaluates available processing workflows for social media
and highlights their benefits and shortcomings. This research survey discusses methods for
acquiring and pre-processing social media data. It also describes techniques for classifying
acquired data and extracting information. The results of these survey type research studies
influenced various decisions such as selection of processing components, storage design and data
retrieval techniques in the design phase of the SMAS system.

Expectations From a Social Media Analysis System
From the analysis of existing tools and analysis techniques as well as the challenges listed
above, we identified the following requirements for a generalized social media analysis system:
•

Entity analysis that extracts all textual references to the unique name of a real-world
object such as people, places, and commercial items, and to precise references to
measures such as dates and quantities. These entities can be used to enhance the results of
the study and can be used in a variety of ways depending on the need of the users.

•

Sentiment analysis backed by a deep learning method that can classify the social media
data in various languages into Positive, Negative and Neutral sentiments.

•

Geolocation analysis that can extract geographic information about the data so that it can
be visualized on a mapping interface. Due to the severe lack of geotagged social media
data, deep learning entity extraction combined with geocoding location entities can
provide a good estimate of the location of the tweet/tweet’s context.
Further analysis techniques can be used to generate heat maps and spatial data that could

be used in GIS web applications. The proposed SMAS system is designed to be easily
customizable and hence other layers of data post processing can be added easily.
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3

THE SMAS SYSTEM

The SMAS system is developed based on existing technologies and studies for analyzing
tweets and geotagging them. The system was written using Terraform as Infrastructure as Code
(IAC) and is deployable to the user’s cloud (AWS) account as this is an open-source project and
the cost of running such simulations can be expensive depending on the amount of data
collected. By making it deployable to the end user’s cloud account, we enable a transparent
pricing model where the users are responsible for all the costs of running such a simulation. This
section further describes the core technologies used in the development of the SMAS system and
how they are integrated together to perform data collection and processing.

Technical Design / Software
The SMAS system allows a user to perform social media analysis on demand via a servicebased model. The user creates a SMAS instance by providing the search parameters for their
event of interest. The system then performs the specified search queries on the Twitter’s API
which fetches related tweets and stores them. The processing functions attach analysis data to the
stored tweets by extracting entities, determining the sentiment, and extracting any available
geolocation information. The analyzed data is then available to the user via an API from where
they can download the data or consume it within their web applications. A user can create
multiple instances for various events and the system scales up accordingly. The SMAS system
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attempts to handle all the implementation details and technical overhead that is associated with
setting up a social media analysis and provides the user an easy and intuitive approach to
collecting and analyzing social media data. A variety of cloud computing resources, specifically
AWS are used. Figure 3-1 lists the various components used to build the SMAS system and their
purpose within the system.

Figure 3-1 : SMAS Component Diagram

3.1.1

User Interface

The SMAS system aims to have an intuitive and simple user interface that allows users to
start and manage analysis instances. Each analysis instance created by the user is listed once they
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are logged in. The interface (Figure 3-2) was built using React which is a JavaScript library for
building public facing (front-end) websites. It is declarative, has a component-based architecture
and produces very light-weight compiled code which can be hosted as a static website by any file
hosting system. (Gackenheimer & Paul, 2015). We use AWS’s Simple Storage Service (S3) to
host the static website, which is scaled to worldwide availability via Amazon CloudFront, which
allows the S3 service to securely deliver the static resources of the website with low latency and
high transfer speeds (AWS CloudFront, 2021). The built-in caching provided by CloudFront
keeps the cost of hosting and serving a front-end user interface to almost nothing.

Figure 3-2 : SMAS User Interface - Landing Page
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However, the above-mentioned website only serves to provide the HTML templates, JS
files and CSS styling to the user. The business logic that handles data collection, processing and
providing results is performed by the SMAS API, deployed on AWS’s architecture in the form of
a Serverless API, described in detail in the next section.

3.1.2

Cloud Computing (AWS) Technologies
The SMAS system utilizes various existing AWS tools and services. These are described

below along with their application within the SMAS system.
AWS Cognito: To protect unauthorized use of this system and to track the usage across
various user accounts, we needed to implement a User Management system that can perform the
following functions:
•

Allow new users to register

•

Validate the emails of the new users to prevent spam and bots from registering

•

Maintain a database of all existing users

•

Authenticate users when they wish to manage their analysis instances

•

Allow for password reset in case the user forgets it

•

Provide secure web tokens to the front-end user interface so each user’s analysis
instances are isolated from other users

•

Scale as the number of users increase

The AWS Cognito service satisfies all the above requirements and was integrated with the
SMAS system. AWS Cognito lets you add user sign-up, sign-in, and access control to your web
and mobile apps quickly and easily (Amazon Cognito (AWS), 2021). AWS Cognito provides a
secure user management system that can expand easily to include additional features and needs
15

without having to configure any of the internal systems such as Identity databases, OAuth
connections, federation management, etc. This enables the SMAS system to be as lean as
possible in terms of hosted code and relies on enterprise grade services provided by an
established cloud provider.
Serverless API using AWS Lambda and API Gateway: Classically, a web Application
Programming Interfaces (API) is hosted on a web server that is constantly running and the whole
web application providing the API needs to be scaled for any single method of the API to be
scaled. This creates a lot of unnecessary computational costs as most of the time these resources
are not utilized unless a huge spike in usage happens. An alternative approach is to use
Serverless Computing which provides developers with a simplified programming model for
creating cloud applications that abstracts away most, if not all, operational concerns; it lowers the
cost of deploying cloud code by charging for execution time rather than resource allocation; and
it is a platform for rapidly deploying small pieces of cloud-native code that responds to events,
for instance, to coordinate microservice compositions that would otherwise run on the client or
on dedicated middleware (Baldini et al., 2017). This concept can be applied to API development
by utilizing AWS Lambda and AWS API Gateway. AWS Lambda is a serverless, event-driven
compute service that lets you run code for virtually any type of application or backend service
without provisioning or managing servers (Sbarski & Kroonenburg, 2017). Combining that with
AWS’s API Gateway, which can run AWS Lambda functions to response to API calls, a
completely serverless API can be developed. This API can be scaled without having any network
bottlenecks and it only incurs cost when its being accessed, compared to classic APIs which are
constantly running regardless of the number of requests coming in.
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AWS Comprehend: To parse the incoming text and extract meaningful information from it,
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is commonly used. NLP is the branch of computer science
that is concerned with giving computers the ability to understand text and spoken words in much
the same way human beings can. NLP relies on modeling the human language into a set of rules
combined with statistics, machine learning and deep learning models. This can enable computers
to develop an understanding of the full meaning of the text along with the writer’s intent and
sentiment. Applications of NLP are encountered by humans almost daily such as when
interacting with a smart speaker (Google Home, Amazon Alexa, etc.), using virtual assistants
such as Siri or Bixby or while using smart chat bots or automated phone assistant agents. At the
core of NLP, various data driven approaches such as N-grams, Conditional random fields and
support vector machines are used (Nadkarni et al., 2011). It can take years of modelling, data
collection and training to develop an NLP workflow. SMAS leverages AWS’s managed NLP
engine known as AWS Comprehend. Amazon Comprehend provides Custom Entity
Recognition, Custom Classification, Key phrase Extraction, Sentiment Analysis, Entity
Recognition, and more APIs so you can easily integrate natural language processing into your
applications (AWS, 2022a). Since AWS is constantly training and updating their NLP engine,
the users of SMAS can benefit from the latest cutting-edge data processing tools available. The
SMAS systems runs the AWS Comprehend API on each tweet that is collected (in parallel) and
extracts various entities including any dates, events, locations, and organizations. These entities
are all connected to real-world objects and can help pinpoint exact locations or times for disaster
events. AWS Comprehend is also purposed to identify the sentiment (Positive, Negative,
Neutral, or Mixed) of the tweet text along with a confidence score.
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AWS Location Services: Tweets can contain geolocation information within their metadata
if the author decides to share that information and has enabled it within their settings. However,
most authors do not share their location and hence there isn’t a lot of geolocation information
present in the tweets collected in the SMAS system. This presents a challenge for disaster
monitoring and relief applications because geolocation information is vital. As mentioned above,
AWS comprehend can extract real-world entities including locations from the tweet text. The
SMAS system takes location entities with high confidence scores from AWS Comprehend and
geocodes them into latitudes and longitudes. This allows the users of the systems to map these
tweets close to the actual location it was posted from or close to the location it is referring to. To
perform the geocoding, SMAS connects to AWS’s Location services that maintain a large
database of street-level address data and maps provided by ESRI and HERE (AWS, 2022b)
Databases – AWS DynamoDB: The SMAS system uses AWS’s NoSQL managed database
service, DynamoDB. Amazon DynamoDB is a NoSQL database that supports key-value pairs.
Developers can use DynamoDB to build modern, serverless applications that can start small and
scale globally to support petabytes of data and tens of millions of read and write requests per
second. There are three databases set up for the SMAS system:
•

Instances: Keeps track of each SMAS instance along with its input parameters
such as search terms, start date, end date, etc. It also tags each instance with the
user id of the user who created it so that the instances are isolated and protected
from other users.

•

Runs: This database keeps track of each time the Collector function (described in
section 3.1.3) runs and tracks the number of tweets collected, the timestamp of the
earliest collected tweet and the search term.
18

•

API Keys: This database tracks the API keys issued to each user for accessing the
results of the social media analysis.

Storage - S3: Data being ingested from social media can grow quickly and typically this
data is stored in a file-based storage system rather than a database. SMAS saves all raw ingested
data as well as processed data in Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3). S3 offers industryleading scalability, data availability, security, and performance.

3.1.3

Data Retrieval Components
Figure 3-3 shows the fields that a user needs to fill out to set up an analysis instance. These

are used to configure the data collection component of SMAS to ingest new data based on the
provided parameters. Multiple search terms can be specified in the Search Term field which
defines the query that SMAS makes to the Twitter API.

Figure 3-3 : Analysis Creation Form
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The search term can also contain query operators as defined in Twitter’s documentation
(https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api/tweets/search/integrate/build-a-query#build).
As analysis instances are set up, each fetch of Twitter data is performed by using the Search API
available in Twitter. Figure 3-4 gives a high-level overview of the data collection workflow that
runs within the SMAS system.

Figure 3-4 : SMAS Data Collection Workflow

Each minute, the workflow is kicked off by a Lambda function called the SMAS Job
runner. It retrieves all SMAS instances from a database that have valid search terms and verifies
that the instance hasn’t reached its maximum collection limit. The maximum collection limit
defines how many tweets will be fetched at most for an analysis instance. The limit prevents the
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SMAS system from hitting Twitter’s Monthly API limits as well as keeps the costs for running
the system in check. The SMAS system is fault tolerant and when it hits API rate limits, it backs
off and retries the retrieval at another time until the maximum collection limit has been reached.
The manager of the SMAS system can alter the limit to allow for faster data collection. Once all
the search terms that need to be queried are found, a Collector Lambda function for each of them
is kicked off which receives the search term and related metadata as its input. Since each
Lambda function is run in parallel, this system can scale up to the extent that is allowed by the
rate limits set on the account used to access Twitter. The collector lambda function goes through
the following steps:
1.) Fetch keys to access the Twitter API from AWS’s parameter store: The SMAS
system allows the keys to be rotated by changing it in one central parameter
store. Currently, the system only allows for one common key for all instances in
an SMAS deployment.
2.) Get information about the last run: The Runs database is queried to find the latest
data fetch run that was performed for the current term and SMAS instance.
3.) Determine Start and End times: While querying for data on Twitter via their
Search API, the SMAS system needs to specify a Date Time range. The function
fetches 500 tweets with each API call to keep the size of the response data small
and to keep the response times low as well. If tweets have been fetched
previously, the last run information obtained in the previous step will contain an
end time which corresponds to the date and time of the last tweet that was
ingested into the system. Since the Tweets returned from the Search API are
from oldest to latest, the end time gradually gets closer to the start time until all
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tweets within that time range are collected. This process is outlined in further
detail in Figure 3-5.
4.) The search query is built adding relevant parameters to obtain geographic
information about the author and the tweet. It also includes the request to obtain
any attached media (images, videos, etc.) and the corresponding Twitter media
URLs. Twitter imposes a rate limit on the number of requests it will respond to
within every minute. Since multiple instances are using the same Twitter access
key, there is a high chance that another instance of the Collector function has
already retrieved data and the current instance fails. The Collector function
catches any rate limiting errors and retries after a random timeout (less than 1s).
In the worst-case scenario, the Collector function will run out of processing time
and no tweets will be captured due to rate limiting. However, the SMAS Job
runner will repeatedly instantiate another instance of the Collector function for
this specific term within the next minute until the maximum collection limit has
been hit or all available tweets have been collected.
5.) The Search API request is performed. The Twitter API returns results for the
extra metadata (Location, Media, User Information, etc.) in a separate response
object than the content of the main tweet. Once the results are returned from the
Twitter API the collector function parses the incoming data and combines all the
metadata with its respective tweet. This combined result is stored in the Data
Ingestion S3 bucket as a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file.
6.) AWS Lambda functions have a predefined time limit for which they are allowed
to run. The Collector function is allowed to run for a maximum of 30 seconds to
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prevent it from running at the same time as another Collector function for the
same SMAS instance and search term. To prevent data loss during termination of
the function, the Collector function runs a check to see how much time is
remaining for execution and if less than 5 seconds is left, all further API requests
are cancelled, and the total count of tweets collected along with the timestamp of
the earliest retrieved tweet is written to the Runs database which is referred by
future instances of the Collect function for that search term.

Figure 3-5 : Iterative Data Collection

Twitter was classically mined for data using a Streaming approach. In that approach a
program would constantly listen to any new tweets that matched its search terms and ingest the
data. This approach has a couple major issues. First, the program needs to be constantly running
regardless of the volume of tweets being produced, causing higher costs of maintaining a virtual
machine or server running all the time. Secondly, this approach has a high chance of missing
data since it can only collect real time data and not query any tweets that might have occurred in
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the past. An important benefit of using the Search API and a scalable on-demand Lambda
function approach is that the costs only happen when actual data is being ingested. In addition,
users can query for events that have happened in the past along with ongoing events.
Furthermore, other data ingestion methods to support various other social media platforms
can be modelled after this Collector function and once the resulting data is massaged to match
the output files from this Collector function, that data can also be analyzed using the same
processing pipeline.

3.1.4

Data Processing Components
Once social media data has been ingested, the SMAS system runs a Processor function on

each of the collection files written into the S3 bucket. This is triggered automatically whenever a
new file matching collection event output is created in the bucket. Since all these functions are
run in parallel using AWS Lambda, the processing is highly scalable. AWS Lambda doesn’t
require any servers constantly running and only adds to the cost when new files are detected,
thereby keeping the overall cost of an analysis directly corresponding to the quantity of data
being ingested. The processing workflow is depicted in Figure 3-6 and each step is described
below:
1.) Grouping and Filtering: During data collection tweets of all languages are
collected. However, the SMAS system is currently designed to support only the
following languages: English, Spanish, French, Dutch, Italian and Portuguese.
This is primarily due to the scope of this project as well as the languages
supported by AWS Comprehend’s NLP engine. This step filters out any tweets
that do not belong to one of these languages. Furthermore, since the Results
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Delivery API allows filtering of results by language, the tweets are grouped by
language and processed independently. The results of processing for each
language are stored in separate files which makes it very efficient to query tweets
by language. Each language group of tweets is split into chunks of 25 tweets and
these chunks are processed serially to avoid running into rate limiting issues with
AWS’s Comprehend API.

Group and filter
by supported
Languages

Filter out
Profanities

Sentiment
Analysis

Entity Analysis

Location
Analysis

Save processed
results

Figure 3-6 : SMAS Data Processing Workflow
2.) Filter profanities: There is always a high risk of exposure to offensive messages
and profane content when ingesting social media data. To avoid that, a basic
profanity filter is used that censors any profane words (based on the library’s
implementation) into asterisks within the text of the tweet. The limitations of this
step are that it currently only supports English and is unable to filter words from
other languages. The library does support building an expanded version of words
to look for and can be expanded by human intervention to build a complex
filtering system that supports multiple languages. Once the raw data is sorted into
various languages, the profanity filter is run only on English language tweets to
avoid wasted processing on tweets that were classified as other languages.
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Figure 3-7 : SMAS Entity Analysis Example

3.) Entity Analysis: Each chunk of tweets is sent to AWS’s Comprehend API for
entity analysis. As with accessing Twitter’s API, if multiple processing functions
are running in parallel, there is a chance of hitting the rate limits of the
Comprehend API and to avoid that, the entity analysis function repeats in case it
catches a rate limit error after a random timeout until a successful result is
obtained from the API. All extracted entities including real-world locations,
people and objects are added to the tweet object. An example of entity analysis
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results from a tweet with the text "GJT issues Flash Flood Watch for Central
Colorado River Basin, Flat Tops, Gore and Elk Mountains/Central Mountain
Valleys [CO] till Sep 29, 6:00 PM MDT” is show in Figure 3-7. We can see
valuable information being extracted from the tweet including locations affected
and a timestamp. Furthermore, the confidence scores (how accurate the NLP
engine estimates it is) are also provided which can allow the consumer of the
processed data to filter out entities with low confidence scores.

Figure 3-8 : SMAS Sentiment Analysis Example
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4.) Sentiment Analysis: Like entity analysis, the content of each tweet is sent to AWS
Comprehend’s sentiment analysis API. This API call is also protected by any rate
limiting issues by retrying after random intervals until a successful result is
received. The sentiment analysis results are also added to the tweets content.
Some example tweets and the results of their sentiment analysis are listed in
Figure 3-8.
5.) Location Analysis: One of the most important criteria for the stakeholders of this
project was to have geolocation information within the tweet, either explicit or
implied. The SMAS system attempts to extract explicit geolocation information if
the author of the tweet has approved to share their location from within the tweet.
In case no Twitter geolocation information was present, the system sorts all
extracted location entities based on their confidence score and picks the top
location entity as the location of the tweet. Finally, if none of the above methods
work, the system will try to use the user information that is derived from the
Twitter Bio of the author to guess the location where the tweet originated. The
processor function adds a parameter “locationExtractedFrom” which identifies
which technique was used to extract the location of the tweet. If a location is
found it is geocoded into coordinates using AWS’s Location service and added to
the tweet. For example, a tweet with the text: "Transportation experts say the
project is possible but building a tunnel under South Florida is expensive. You
can engineer yourself out of any problem said one expert, but it comes at a cost."
resulted in the location estimate shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-9 : SMAS Location Analysis Example

6.) Save Results: Once all the analysis is done, the resulting tweets, grouped by
language and enriched with all the analysis results are saved as a JSON file in the
same bucket.

3.1.5

Results Delivery Component
The previous two sections describe how social media data is ingested, processed, and

stored. To provide access to this data in a programmer friendly manner, a results delivery API
was developed within the SMAS system. The API follows the same serverless principles as the
main SMAS user interface and works by utilizing the AWS’s API gateway and Lambda
functions. The key features of the results delivery API are described below:
•

Unique API keys: Access to the API is restricted by an API key that needs to be
provided in each request. Each user can request an API key by clicking on the Get
API Key button as shown in Figure 3-1. Upon receiving an API key request, the
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SMAS system checks if there is an API key generated previously for the user and
if found it will return that key. If there is no key present for the user, a new key is
generated and saved in the API keys database for that user. This allows the SMAS
system managers to track usage across various accounts and disable any API keys
that might have been compromised or are utilizing too many resources.
•

API Documentation and Testing interface: The results delivery API is accessed by
clicking the API documentation link as shown in Figure 3-1. The interface is
powered by Swagger and SwaggerHub which are the leading standards in
OpenAPI documentation. The interface provides a list of all endpoints available
as well as describes all the required and optional parameters for those endpoints
as shown in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11. It also allows users to test the endpoints
by providing the input parameters after they have authorized the documentation
with their unique API Key.

Figure 3-10 : SMAS Results Delivery API
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Figure 3-11 : API Endpoint Description

•

Endpoints: The API offers three endpoints to retrieve the data from the SMAS
system. All these endpoints support pagination and accept the following common
parameters:
o Id: Instance ID of the SMAS instance that we are fetching data from
o count: Number of items to return. Defaults to 100
o pageNumber: Page of responses to fetch. Defaults to 1
o order: Chronological order of tweets returned. Accepts ASC (Ascending)
or DSC (Descending). DSC is default which will return the most recent
tweets first.
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The three endpoints available are described below:
o Raw Data (/get_raw) : This API call returns the tweets in JSON format as
they were received from Twitter. It provides access to the raw data that
has not been processed.
o Processed (/get_processed): This API call returns the tweets in JSON
format after they have been run through the processing workflow. Each
response includes a location estimate that is the system’s best guess at the
geographical location of/mentioned in the tweet as well as which
technique was used to derive the location. This API call takes in an
additional parameter that specifies the language (lang) and by default
returns tweets in English.
o Processed within a Bounding Box: A bounding box is an area on the map
defined by two longitude and latitude pairs. This API call returns all the
processed tweets whose best location guess fits within the provided
bounding box parameters. This is particularly useful when the user of the
system wishes to display the tweets on a mapping interface for a specific
region of interest. This API call accepts four additional parameters:
minimum latitude, minimum longitude, maximum latitude, and maximum
longitude which together define the search area.

3.1.6

Overall Infrastructure as a Code
As seen above, the complete SMAS system comprises the following software components:
1.) The User Interface: Developed in React and deployable with a single command.
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2.) The SMAS API: Controls all the authentication, creation and management of
instances, data ingestion and processing, results delivery. This is the business
logic component of the SMAS system.
3.) AWS Infrastructure: Codified as Terraform files. Terraform is an open-source
tool created by HashiCorp that allows us to define a cloud infrastructure and its
various components as code using a simple, declarative language and to deploy
and manage that infrastructure across a variety of public cloud providers
including AWS (Brikman, 2019).
All these components are available as open-source code on GitHub
(https://github.com/crisisinformaticslab/smas-web-client) and anyone wishing to setup their own
SMAS system can download these files and run a few simple commands after connecting to their
AWS account. This allows different organizations and stakeholders to set up their own private
version of SMAS on their AWS account, thereby allowing transparency in all costs incurred.

Cost Analysis
The table below summarizes the various cloud tools used to build and run the prototype
SMAS system during the user study described in the next chapter. It also includes the free-tier
benefits which AWS offers to newer customers. The Free Tier is comprised of three different
types of offerings, a 12-month Free Tier, an Always Free offer, and short-term trials. The costs
listed are based on non-free tier usage. The observed cost is derived from running this system for
a collection of a total of 19,942 tweets and is presented as the cost per 10,000 tweets ingested
where applicable.
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Table 3-1 : SMAS Cost Analysis
AWS Service
S3

CloudFront
CloudWatch Logs
Lambda
API Gateway

DynamoDB

Observed Cost
Purpose
Free Tier Benefits
Total usage: Around 108 mb
Hosts the static website for
$0.005 / 10k Tweets
the management interface 5 GB of Standard Storage
and the ingested and
(First year)
processed data
Caches the management
50 GB of data transfer
interface and provides quick 2 million requests (First
access over the world
year)
Logs each API call and run
5 GB of logs (Always Free)
status
Runs the API code and
1 million free requests every
handles all the tasks for
month (Always Free)
managing SMAS instances
1 million free API calls
Handles the API requests
every month (First 12
from the management portal
Months)
Stores information about
SMAS Instances, user’s API 25 GB of storage (Always
keys and Search term fetch
Free)
runs

AWS Comprehend

Entity and Sentiment
Analysis

None

AWS Location Services

GeoCoding locations

10,000 Geocodings every
month (First 3 months)

$0
$0.03
$0.13 / 10k tweets
$0

$0.17 / 10k tweets

The cost of this rises in
proportion to the amount of
data being ingested. Biggest
cost factor.
$13.50 / 10K tweets
Second biggest cost factor
8$/ 10k tweets

Summary
In this chapter I presented the design and the development methodology of the SMAS
system. I listed the various underlying technologies and tools that were used to build the system
and how they all interact with each other. Details of how the data collection and processing is
performed by the SMAS system were also provided. Finally, a cost analysis of running the
system based on the user study and personal testing were presented.
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4

USER STUDY

One of the primary goals of this research is to evaluate the efficacy of the newly developed
SMAS system and make suggestions for future improvement. In this chapter, I describe the
procedures that were followed for user testing and describe criteria for participants. Next, I
present the findings from the user study and the efficacy scores based on the System Usability
Scale. Finally, a summarized list of suggestions to increase usability is presented.

User Study Testing Procedures
Tethys Application developers were asked to participate in a user experience study where
they stepped through a list of tasks (described in Appendix A) to deploy the proposed social
media analysis system, experience the various features, and explore the resulting analysis data.
The participants were invited to attend either virtually or in person. 4 out of 9 participants
attended virtually over a video call.
The study was in the format of a workshop and lasted for about 2 hours. The first portion
of the study consisted of a presentation that introduced social media analysis, described the need
for a system that can provide social media analysis as a service and highlighted some of the
features of the system.
Next, I explained how to set up and use the system by giving a live demonstration of using
the SMAS system. Following that, the participants were asked to step through the list of tasks as
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described in Appendix A which included registering new accounts, creating SMAS instances,
collecting data and exploring the processed data.
Finally, the participants filled out the survey (listed in Appendix B) that asked them about
their initial reactions, willingness to use the system and other questions to evaluate the
functionality, ease of use and speed of deployment.
From the survey two important sets of data were collected:
1.) Open ended answers: These describe the users’ experience, and each response
was read and compiled into a list of common benefits and drawbacks of this
system. A thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2012) was performed on the
responses. Due to the limited number of responses, I performed the analysis
independently and no method of coding/classifying the responses was developed
for this study. Recommendations based on these results (see section 4.2.3) are
made for future enhancement of the service.
2.) System Usability scale questions: These questions were analyzed according to the
guidelines in the system usability template and a usability score was derived. The
questions were provided by usability.gov which is the leading resource for user
experience (UX) best practices and guidelines, serving practitioners and students
in the government and private sectors (Brooke, 1995; Usability.gov, 2013). This
helps answer the questions that we have presented above, which indicate how
usable the participants found the system.
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User Study Findings

4.2.1

Participants
The participants of the study were all developers who work on web applications. These

developers are in constant communication with the main stakeholders who are the users of web
applications for Geographic Information Systems (GIS) that provide early warning for natural
disasters, analyze various hydrological and environmental aspects and support in decision
making and disaster planning. We enrolled 9 participants for this user study. Even at this low
number, most of these participants are well versed with the application architecture and their
knowledge and experience make them an appropriate authority to answer our questions. They are
directly responsible for implementing the vision and needs of the stakeholders and understand
the needs from a social media analysis system and how it can be integrated into their existing
environmental applications to enrich the data and decision-making capabilities of these
applications. The participants have varied level of experience with environmental web
application development using the Tethys Platform ranging from being the actual creators of the
Tethys platform to relatively newer developers who are just joining the program.

4.2.2

Efficacy Results
The efficacy was calculated based on the users' responses to the questions pertaining to the

system usability scale (Brooke, 1995). These questions are listed in the “Multiple Choice
statements with answers that are one of five responses” section in Appendix B. The procedure
for calculating the score is as follows: First sum the score contributions from each item. Each
item's score contribution will range from 0 to 4. For items 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 the score contribution
is the scale position minus 1. For items 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10, the contribution is 5 minus the scale
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position. Multiply the sum of the scores by 2.5 to obtain the overall value of System Usability
(SU). Each of the statements, the counts of the various answers and the average score (out of 4)
are listed in the table below.
Table 4-1 : SMAS System Usability Calculation
Statement

Strongly Somewhat
disagree disagree

Neither Somewhat Strongly Average
agree
agree
Agree
Score
nor
disagree

I think that I would like
to use this system
frequently.

1

2

2

4

0

2.0

I found the system
unnecessarily complex.

6

2

1

0

0

3.6

I thought the system was
easy to use.
I think that I would need
the support of a
technical person to be
able to use this system.
I found the various
functions in this system
were well integrated.

0

1

3

0

5

3.3

5

0

2

2

0

2.9

0

1

0

4

4

3.2

I thought there was too
much inconsistency in
this system.
I would imagine that
most people would learn
to use this system very
quickly.
I found the system very
cumbersome to use.
I felt very confident
using the system.

6

3

0

0

0

3.7

0

0

0

4

5

3.4

5

4

0

0

0

3.6

0

0

1

7

1

3.0

I needed to learn a lot of
things before I could get
going with this system.

1

7

1

0

0

3.0

Total Average Score * 2.5 to obtain System Usability
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79.25

In general, an SUS score above 68 is considered above average and thus classifies the
system being tested as a good and easily usable system (Brooke, 1995; Usability.gov, 2013). The
score of 79.25 indicated that the SMAS system is easy to use and intuitive and the participants of
the study can use this system without much training or technical support.
To gauge the initial reactions and evaluate the uniqueness of the SMAS system, the
following questions were asked. A discussion of the participants’ responses is also presented:
•

“What is your initial reaction to SMAS?”: The overall response was positive with
56% of the participants selecting somewhat positive and 44% selecting extremely
positive. This implies that the participants liked the system and were receptive in
learning more about it.

•

“How unique is SMAS compared to other products currently available?”: 56% of
the participants found the system “very unique” while 22% found it “Extremely
unique” and the rest 22% found it “somewhat unique”.

•

“How appealing is SMAS compared to other products currently available?”: 34%
of the participants found the system extremely appealing while the other 56%
found it “very appealing”.

•

“How much do you like or dislike SMAS?”: The participants could select one of 8
responses ranging from “Liked the system a great deal” (Highest score: 8/8) to
“Disliked the system a great deal” (1/8). 56% of the participants liked the system a
moderate amount (7/8) and 44% liked the system a great deal (8/8).

•

“From the list below, which best describes your thinking about SMAS?”: This
question was included to determine how willing the participants would be to use
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this system. 5 out of the 9 participants responded that they need this system since
nothing else solves this problem for them. 2 participants responded that SMAS
would be better than their current solution and 2 participants did not have a use for
the SMAS system currently.
Based on the above 5 questions, the SMAS system was positively received and liked by all
the participants. Answers demonstrated a willingness to use the system and the majority of the
participants found the system unique and appealing. There was a small percentage of participants
(22%) who were not interested in using the system as it didn’t apply to their current projects.
The following points are what the participants liked most in the SMAS system based on a
thematic analysis of the open-ended questions listed in Appendix B:
•

Easy to Use, Intuitive: The most common theme across all the responses for this
question was that the SMAS system is easy to set up, easy to use and the user
interface is highly intuitive. The following comments were made about the system
in this category:
o “I liked that is easy and intuitive”
o “I like that the interface is straightforward. It’s hard to get it wrong or get
lost with the commands”
o “I like how straightforward and simple the system is. It is easy to set up and
use.”

•

Open Source and Can Be Self-Hosted: The SMAS system has been developed with
an open-source license and the source code is available for anyone to use.
Furthermore, the system can be deployed to any AWS account and allows for easy
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customization and improvement. One of the participants pointed out that this is the
best feature of the whole system.
•

Versatility: The ability to monitor social media for any natural disaster and not
have a system that was tied to a specific event or type of disaster was valuable to
the participants. One participant mentioned that the ability that “any natural disaster
could be monitored through social media” using this system was what they liked
most about SMAS.

•

Output Format: Delivering the processed results as an easy to consume REST API
with filtering parameters was an added advantage for the participants. The presence
of an interactive API documentation was also a plus. One of the participants
mentioned the following: “The information seems to be easy to retrieve and parse
through so it should be easy to consume in other apps/for other purposes”.

4.2.3

Recommendations
The user study also revealed areas of the SMAS system that can be improved. The list

below summarizes the most common issues encountered as well as provides future
recommendations from this study.
•

Limitation of Social Media Outlets: Currently the system is only designed to import
data from Twitter as that was within the scope of this project. However, as
mentioned in previous sections, the import pipeline can be expanded to include
various other social media outlets such as Facebook, WhatsApp, etc. The biggest
challenge is to find a publicly accessible API for these social media platforms and
to obtain access to that API. Another Collector function can be added for a new
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social media data source, and it would need to conform to the output structure that
the current Twitter Collector function is using. This will allow the new input data to
be processed using the same processing workflow that is currently being used for
Twitter. As an alternative to building custom social media collection functions,
future developers can also take advantage of social media aggregator services.
Services such as Curator.io, Taggbox.com and Juicer.io can watch multiple social
media platforms for specific keywords and provide the aggregated results via an
API to the SMAS system.
•

API Rate Throttling From Twitter: Currently all instances use the same API key for
obtaining data from twitter. This causes frequent bottlenecks while ingesting data
due to the rate limiting put in by the Twitter API. As a future update, the SMAS
system should allow users to set individual API keys for each SMAS instance
and/or their SMAS account. In case they don’t set one, the system will default to
using the common API key for the SMAS installation. This will prevent
bottlenecks and reduce the time needed to collect social media data.

•

Geographic Queries Are too Simplistic: The present version of SMAS allows for a
bounding box based call to the API to fetch the processed data that has been
identified to fall within that area. Participants of the user study requested that the
system be updated so that more granular and complex GeoJSON polygons can be
passed in as the boundary parameter. This would theoretically allow the users of
the system to filter data to a specific country, city, or any complex polygon region
of their desire. A future version of the SMAS system can include an API call that
would do the above filtering.
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•

Improved Documentation and More Intuitive API Calls: The participants
mentioned that a much more detailed documentation with screenshots of the system
would help any new user navigate the system with much more confidence. Also,
the current paths for the API calls were considered a bit vague and updating those
to more self-explanatory paths would make the system easier to use.

Apart from the survey, general observations of the participants revealed a high amount of
interest in the system. I also observed that there wasn’t a lot of instructional help needed while
they were stepping through the tasks which implies that the user interface was intuitive. The
study also inspired the participants to discuss the various underlying tools and technologies used
in the SMAS system, possibly for use in their own applications and research projects.

Summary
This chapter described how the efficacy of the developed SMAS system was measured. It
first outlined the procedures followed while conducting the user study and data collection
mechanisms. It then described how the participants were selected. The results section presented
the calculation of the System Usability score as well as the positives and negatives of the SMAS
system as observed by the participants. Finally, based on the collected data, recommendations for
improvements and future work have been made.
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5

CONCLUSION

In this research, I present the design and the implementation of a Social Media analysis as
a service system and evaluate its efficacy and usability by conducting a user study. Before I
started this work, social media analysis had challenges with being easy to use, setting the system
up and handling large amounts of data, as well as scaling. Implementing a social media analysis
required deep technical knowledge and understanding of various text processing and
classification systems.
I address these issues and limitations in this thesis research. The SMAS system is built
upon cloud technologies that can scale up to handle large data loads and surges of social media
content. Cloud computing also helps process the data in parallel by scaling up as needed which
leads to near real-time analysis results. Furthermore, the SMAS system handles the
implementation details and technical overhead of setting up a social media analysis. This allows
the user to perform an analysis with relative ease via an intuitive user interface.
The technical design and various underlying technologies are presented in this research.
The underlying tools were selected by evaluating their cost and efficiency to keep the overall
financial burden of running an analysis low as well as provide results in a timely manner. A cost
analysis based on the user study is presented and the system incurs a charge of $22 per 10,000
tweets that are collected and processed. The SMAS system is also highly portable, and all
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components are developed by abiding to Infrastructure as Code principles. This allows the
system to be deployed to a user’s personal AWS account.
To evaluate the efficacy and usability of the system, a user study was performed. The
participants were presented with an introduction to the SMAS system and a demo of its user
interface. They were then asked to go through a list of tasks including creating new SMAS
instances, initiating data collection and fetching processed analysis results. A user survey at the
end of the study collected their feedback about various aspects of the system. Based on the
survey results, the SMAS system was found easy to set up and use. The participants were excited
about the possibilities of using the system in their various environmental and disaster related web
applications. The SMAS system received a system usability score of 79.25 which is considered
above average (Brooke, 1995; Usability.gov, 2013).

Limitations and Future Work
To keep this research within the scope of a master’s thesis, various limitations were set
upon the initial prototype. These limitations along with possible future work are listed below:
•

Limited user group: The SMAS system was only tested with users who work with
Tethys applications within the domain of environment and hydrology. The system
can be used by a variety of other scientists, researchers and organizations spanning
across any domain of science that needs to collect social media data and analyze it.
For example, it could be used by a news agency to track the latest war efforts in
Ukraine or by the CDC to track self-reported covid infections. The next step would
be to test this system and perform an extended user study with participants from a
variety of different backgrounds and evaluate their needs. Based on those results,
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the system will need to be updated to include additional features that will support a
larger scope of analyses.
•

One input data source: Twitter was decided as the only input data source for the
initial prototype due to experience with collecting data from Twitter as well as ease
of access to publicly available social media data. The system can be expanded to
consume data from other social media outlets as well as social media aggregator
websites that will increase its usefulness and scope.

•

Limited only to entity, sentiment, and location analysis: The processing functions
focus on only these 3 types of analysis. A lot of contextual information and
metadata can be added to the source data based on analyzing the entities that are
derived from the entity analysis. Furthermore, the collected data could be statically
analyzed to provide trends and heatmaps to supplement the existing results.

•

Output format of the result data: For this study the goal was to provide the results
via an easily consumable API that web applications can use. A visual interface
displaying the results with sorting and filtering functionality would add to the
usability of the system as users won’t need to access the results API and would be
able to derive meaningful insights from the visual interface as soon as data is
collected and processed.

The user study also highlighted various areas of improvement for the SMAS system. High
collection time due to API rate throttling and only Twitter as the input data source were the
prime concerns. Improving the documentation and refining the results API endpoints was also
suggested. These improvements were beyond the scope of this work and consequently, have
been left as future work. The SMAS system was intended to provide a starting point and design
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for a platform that can grow to include multiple other input sources for social media as well as a
variety of processing functions.
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APPENDIX A.

USER STUDY – LIST OF TASKS

After being provided a demo of the system the participants in the user study were asked to
perform the following steps:
1.) Setup a new SMAS Instance
a. Setup a new account on the SMAS Portal
b. Verify their email and login to their new account
c. Launch an SMAS instance by entering the required information in a web form
d. Verify that the instance was launched
e. Record any issues they encounter or suggestions they have for improving this
process
f. Create another SMAS instance for the purposes of deleting it in a future step
2.) Manage/Edit an existing SMAS Instance
a. Log back in to the SMAS Portal
b. Pick a running instance from their account
c. Modify the data capture parameters such as the Date Range, location bounding
box, etc.
3.) Retrieve data from the results of an SMAS study
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a. Find the link to the API documentation for their SMAS Instance
b. Explore the API Documentation and example requests using Swagger
Documentation
4.) Delete an existing SMAS Instance
a. Log back into the SMAS Portal
b. Delete an existing SMAS Instance that they setup in Step 1
5.) Provide feedback in the form of an end user survey
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APPENDIX B.

USER TESTING SURVEY QUESTIONS

Multiple Choice Questions:
•

What is your initial reaction to SMAS?
o Extremely positive
o Somewhat positive
o Neither positive nor negative
o Somewhat negative
o Extremely negative

•

How unique is SMAS compared to other products currently available?
o Extremely unique
o Very unique
o Somewhat unique
o A little unique
o Not unique at all

•

How appealing is SMAS compared to other products currently available?
o Extremely appealing
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o Very appealing
o Somewhat appealing
o A little appealing
o Not at all appealing
•

How much do you like or dislike SMAS?
o Like a great deal
o Like a moderate amount
o Like a little
o Neither like nor dislike
o Dislike a little
o Dislike a moderate amount
o Dislike a great deal

•

From the list below, which best describes your thinking about SMAS?
o I need it because nothing else solves this problem
o This would be slightly better than what I am currently using
o This is essentially the same as what I am currently using
o What I am currently using is better than this
o I don't see any reason to use this

Multiple Choice statements with answers that are one of five responses that range from Strongly
Agree to Strongly Disagree:
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•

I think that I would like to use this system frequently.

•

I found the system unnecessarily complex.

•

I thought the system was easy to use.

•

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
system

•

I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.

•

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.

•

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.

•

I found the system very cumbersome to use.

•

I felt very confident using the system.

•

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.

Open response questions:
•

What do you like MOST about this system?

•

What do you like LEAST about this system?

•

What improvements can be made to this system to better support your use case?
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